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Report of the Town Clerk.
At the annual meeting of the qualified voters of the town
of Norwell, held March 5, 1906, the following action was
taken on the articles contained in the warrant :
Article i. To choose a Moderator.
Chose Alpheus Thomas, moderator.
Article 2. To choose a Town Clerk.
Chose Joseph F. Merritt, town clerk.
Article 3. To hear and act on the report of the Town
Clerk, Selectmen, Overseers of the Poor, Auditor, Collector
and Treasurer.
Voted, that the report of these officers be accepted.
Article 4. To choose all such town officers as the laws ot
the state and the by-laws of the town require.
The following officers were chosen by ballot .
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor : Alpheus
Thomas, Ezra E. Stetson, Ernest H. Sparrell.
Treasurer, Horace T. Fogg.
Auditor, George Gushing.
Tree Warden, John H. Sparrell.
Tax Collector, Andrew J. Litchfield.
School Committee for three years, George C. Turner.
Board of Health for three years, Alpheus Thomas.
Constables : J. Warren Foster, Walter T. Osborn,
William E. Wilder, Walter C. Barnard, Arthur F. Hender-
son.
Highway Surveyors: Emanuel P. Joseph, Francis E.
Henderson, Walter Simmons.
The Constables were chosen Field Drivers.
6The Highway Surveyors were chosen Fence Viewers.
Cemetery Committee: George W. Curtis, Joseph H.
Curtis, Alpheus Thomas.
Article 5. To bring in their votes "Yes" or *'No" in
answer to the question, ''Shall licenses be granted for the
sale of intoxicating liquors in this town for the ensuing
year."
The polls were kept open one hour, the whole number of
ballots cast 80. ''Yes" 17, ''No" 63.
Article 6. What amount of money will the town raise for
the support of poor and incidental expenses ?
Voted , to raise and appropriate $2000 for the support of
poor.
Voted, to raise and appropriate $500 for incidentals.
Article 7. What sum of money will the town raise for the
support of schools ?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $6,000 for the support
of schools.
Article 8. What sum of money will the town raise for
highway repairs ?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $2,500 for highway re-
pairs.
Article 9. What compensation will the town make for
removing snow and appropriate money for the same ?
Voted, to pay 25 cents per hour for removing snow and to
appropriate $500 and the money received from the street
railway excise tax.
Article 10. In what manner and time shall the taxes be
collected the ensuing year ?
Voted, that a discount of 2 per cent, be allowed on taxes
paid on or before October ist ; that on all taxes not paid
December ist, interest be charged at the rate of 6 per cent.;
after April ist, 1907, the collector shall issue summons and
proceed to collect all unpaid taxes, and that the money shall
be paid to the treasurer or a deposit made by the collector
for all unpaid taxes on or before July, i, 1907.
7Voted, that the collector have the same powers in the col-
lection of taxes that he would have if he w^ere also town
treasurer.
Voted, that the salary of collector be $225.
Article 11. Will the town accept the list of jurors pre-
pared by the selectmen?
J. H. Lehan, Charles N. Gardner and Henry J. Tolman,
a committee appointed by the moderator, revised the jury
list and it was voted to accept the list of jurors as revised.
List of Jurors
James L. Litchfield
L. Frank Hammond
Jared A. Gardner
Arthur C. Jones
Arthur T. Stoddard
Lebbeus Leach
George H. Tisdale
Joseph H. Corthell
George H. Bates
Joseph Briggs
Benjamin P. Nichols
Herbert E. Robbins
Seth O. Fitts
John E. Leslie
Harrison Wilder
Seth Foster
Clifton S. Deane
Andrew S. Richardson
Robert C. Henderson
James E. Stoddard
H. Wilbur Swan
Alpheus Thomas
Henry A. Turner
Minot Williamson
Joshua R. Barker
Arthur Henderson
Article 12. Will the town authorize the Treasurer with
the approval of the selectmen, to hire money in anticipation
of taxes ?
It was voted by a majority of the legal voters present and
voting, that the treasurer be and hereby is authorized, with
the approval of the selectmen, to borrow during the present
municipal year, in anticipation of the collection of taxes such
sums of money as may be necessary for the current expenses
of the town, but not exceeding the total tax levy for said
year, giving the notes of the town therefor payable within
8eighteen months from the date thereof. All debts incurred
under the authority of this vote shall be paid from the taxes
of the present municipal year.
Article 13. To hear and act on the report of any com-
mittee heretofore chosen.
The committee chosen in regard to giving a deed of the
"Old Burying Ground" at Church Hill to the Church Hill
Cemetery Corporation, reported, and it was voted to accept
their report.
Voted, that the treasurer be authorized, in the name of
the town, to give a quit-claim deed of that portion of said
land within the bounds which shall be located by the select-
men to said "Church Hill Cemetery Corporation," and that
the deed be executed not later than April, 1906.
Voted, that the town retain that portion of land outside
the line of trees at the junction of River and Church streets
and on Common avenue as a common.
Voted, that the town clerk keep a record of the deed.
Article 14. To make allowance to town creditors.
No bills were presented at this time.
Article 15. What sum of money will the town appropri-
ate for the use of Post 112, G. A. R., on Memorial Day?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $100 for .-'Memorial Day.
Article 16. What sum of money will the town appropriate
for the payment of State and Military aid ?
Voted, to appropriate $2500.
Article 17. What sum of money will the town appropri-
ate to pay the Superintendent of Schools ?
Voted, to appropriate $250.
Article 18. What sum of money will the town raise for
the repairs of school houses and incidentals ?
No action taken, as the general school appropriation
covers all expenses.
Article 19. Will the town cause a statement of their
financial affairs to be printed in February next ?
Voted, to have statement printed.
Article 20. Will the town appropriate a sum of money to
"be expended in the cemetery on Washington street ?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $50 for use in said
cemetery.
Article 21 Will the town cause a new valuation to be
taken in 1906 ?
Voted, to pass over this article.
Article 22. What price will the town pay for labor on the
highways for the ensuing year ?
Voted, to pay 20 cents per hour for labor, and to pay
highway surveyors $2.50 per day.
Article 23. Will the town accept the deed of the David
Griffith property ?
Voted, to accept a deed of said property.
Article 24. Will the town accept a trust fund from Mrs.
Charles H. Merritt for the care of her lot in the cemetery
at Norwell near the Unitarian church ?
Voted, to accept the above named trust and that a record
be made with other trust fund records.
Article 25. Will the town cause the bushes on Forest
street to be mowed ?
Voted, to refer the matter to the surveyor in the south
ward.
Article 26. What action will the town take in regard to
keeping the sidewalks in repair ?
Voted, that the highway surveyors be instructed to put
and keep such sidewalks as are used in repair.
Article 27. Will the town instruct the town clerk to
procure designs for a new town seal and report at the next
meeting ?
Voted, that he do so and that the words Scituate and
South Scituate appear on the designs.
Article 28. Will the town appropriate and raise the sum
of $200 to purchase a safe for the town office ?
Voted, that $200 be raised and appropriated for purchase
of safe.
lO
Article 29. Will the town raise and appropriate a sum
of money for painting the almshouse ?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $250 for painting the
almshouse.
Voted, that the selectmen put the job out at contract and
get the best bids possible.
Article 30. Will the town raise and appropriate the sum
of $210 to pay for completing the new road on River street ?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $210 to pa}' for completing
the above named road.
Article 31. Will the town pay a bounty on wood chucks?
Voted, to pass over.
Article 32. Will the town buy a stone crusher and raise
and appropriate a sum of money for the same ?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $1000 and appropriate
$1000 to purchase a stone crusher. The whole matter to be
left with the selectmen.
Article 33. To see what action the town will take in re-
gard to fire apparatus and raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the same ?
Voted, to refer to the selectmen with instructions to give
figures and recommendations at the next meeting.
Article 34. Will the town raise and appropriate the sum
of $1000 to pay the town note due Feb. 5, 1905 ?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $1000 for this purpose.
Article 35. Will the town sell or lease any of the vacant
school houses ?
Voted, to instruct the selectmen to sell the school house at
District No. 3, and also the land, if town owns it, at public
auction or private sale.
Article 36. To see what action the town will take in re-
gard to a new lockup and raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the same.
Voted, to raise and appropriate $200 for the purchase of
steel cage lockups.
II
Article 37. Will the town adopt the Australian system
of voting as provided by Chapt. 11, of the revised laws?
Voted, to adopt the above named system of voting as pro-
vided by Chapt. 11 of the revised laws, by a vote of 61 to
54. A motion to reconsider was declared to be out of order
by the moderator, as put by Mr. Torrey. It was voted that
the number of highway surveyors to be elected at the an-
nual meeting in 1907, be fixed at three and that the terms
and number of all other ofl5cers be the same as for the year
1906.
Article 38. Will the town raise and appropriate a sum of
money for the suppression of crime ?
Voted, to pass over this article.
Article 39. Will the town instruct its officers to enforce
the laws in regard to automobiles ?
Voted, not to do so.
Article 40. Will the town appropriate a sum of money
for the continuance of the River street road, provided an
appropriation can be secured from the Massachusetts High-
way Commission ?
Voted, to pass over this article.
Article 41. Will the town raise and appropriate the sum
of $334.91 for the suppression of the gypsy and browntail
moths ?
Voted, to appropriate and raise $334.91 for this purpose.
Article 42. Will the town instruct the Selectmen to
petition the County Commissioners to lay out "Mill Lane"
so called, as a public road ?
Voted, to pass over this article.
Article 43. Will the town raise and appropriate the sum
of $100 to be expended in caring for the sidewalks and
grounds around the Soldier's monument, the care of Gaffield
Park and the several triangles and grass plots in different
parts of the town ?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $100 for this purpose, to be
placed in the hands of the selectmen.
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Article 44. Will the town give any instructions to the
town officers ?
Voted, that the town clerk write to Mrs. Norwell, and
thank her in behalf of the town for the fine portrait of Mr.
Henry Norwell.
Article 45. Or act or do anything relative to the above.
Voted, to appropriate $50 for use of tree warden, one
half to be used in setting out trees.
Voted, that the secretary of school committee receive $50 ;
the other members of the committee not over $25 each,
for their services the ensuing year.
Voted, that all taxes be assessed on the polls and estates
of residents and on the estates of non residents.
Voted, that the thanks of the town be extended to the
moderator for his services the past twenty-five years, and
that he be paid ten dollars.
Voted, that the meeting be dissolved.
Attest: JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
TOWN MEETING.
At the special meeting held October 3, 1906, the following
action was taken on the articles in the warrant
:
Article i. To choose a Moderator.
Chose Alpheus Thomas, moderator.
Article 2. Will the Town authorize the Selectmen to sell
the Griffith property.
Voted, that the selectmen be authorized to sell the Griffith
property if they have what they consider a suitable offer.
Voted, that if they do sell this property, that the treasurer
be instructed to give the deed of the same in the name of
the town.
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Article 3. Will the Town authorize the Selectmen to
give a quit-claim deed of all its interest in the land now used
as a cemetery in connection with the Firt Parish Church of
Norwell.
Voted, that the town give a quit-claim deed of any inter-
est it has in the First Parish Cemetery, so called, to the
First Parish of Norwell and that the treasurer be authorized
to execute the deed in the name of the town.
Article 4. Or act or do anything relative to the above.
No action taken.
Voted, that this meeting be dissolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT
Town Clerk.
STATE ELECTION.
Pursuant to a warrant, duly executed, the qualified voters
of the Town of Norwell met at the Town Hall, Tuesday,
Nov. 6, 1906. Chairman Alpheus Thomas of the Board of
Selectmen presided. Ezra E. Stetson, John Whalen,
Charles Scully and L. Frank Hammond being appointed
election officers and ballot clerks were duly sworn as such by
the town clerk. The polls were opened at 6 a. m. and
closed at 12.05 P- One hundred and fifty-four names
were checked as having voted and one hundred and fifty-four
l>allots were cast. On being canvassed and counted in open
meeting they were found to be for the following persons :
Governor.
Gamaliel Bradford, State Government Reform
James F. Carey, Socialist
William H. Carroll, Socialist Labor
o
a
o
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Curtis Guild, Jr., Republican iii
John B. Moran, Prohibition 9
John B. Moran, Independence League 4
John B. Moran, Democratic 24
John B. Moran i
Blanks 5
Lieutenant Governor.
E. Gerry Brown, Independence League, Democratic 44
Hervey S. Cowell, Prohibition 2
Eben S. Draper, Republican 100
Walter J. Hoar, Socialist Labor a
John F. Mullen, Socialist a
Blanks 8.
Secretary.
Joao Claudino, Socialist Labor o
Jonathan S. Lewis, Prohibition 3
Ambrose Miles, Socialist o
William M. Olin, Republican no-
Charles C. Paine, Independence League, Democratic 30
Blanks 11
Treasurer.
Arthur B. Chapin, Republican 110
G^eorge B. Cushman, Socialist o
S. Frederick French, Prohibition 4
George M. Harrigan, Independence League, Democratic 29.
David F. Richardson. Socialist Labor o
Blanks 11
15
Auditor.
Albert Barnes, Socialist Labor o
Thomas L. Hisgeu, Independence League, Democratic 30
Fred L. Johnson, Socialist o
James F. Pease, Prohibition 3
Henry E. Turner, Republican 109
Blanks 12
Attorney-General.
Allen Coffin, Prohibition 3
Dana Malone, Republican 102
Arthur E. Reimer, Socialist Labor o
John Weaver Sherman, Socialist o
John A. Thajxr, Democratic 34
Blanks 15
Representative in Congress
(Fourteenth District)
Thomas F. Loorem, Democratic 34
William C. Lovering, Republican 103
Daniel A. White, Socialist 4
Blanks 13
Councii^IvOr—(First District).
Charles E. Lowell, Socialist o
Thomas J. Meaney, Democratic 29
David Gurney Pratt, Republican 107
Blanks 18
Senator—(First Plymouth District).
Edward G. Knight, Prohibition 4.
i6
Benjamin F. Peterson, Democratic 31
Tlavel S. Thomas, Socialist i
Frank G. Wheatley, Republican 105
Blanks 13
Representative in Generai. Court.
(Second Plymouth District)
Nathaniel Morton, Democratic 40
Joseph John Shepherd, Republican loi
Blanks 13
County Commissioner—(Plymouth).
George J. Alcott, Socialist
Nathaniel Morton, Democratic
Lyman P. Thomas, Republican
Blanks
Clerk of Courts—(Plymouth County).
Owen F. Davis, Democratic
Edward E. Hobart, Republican
Blanks
Register of Deeds—(Plymouth County).
Herbert N. Alden, Socialist 6
John B. Washburn, Republican 121
Blanks 27
County Treasurer—(Plymouth County).
Albert Davis, Republican no
Lorenzo Wood, Democratic 29
I
102
13
III
17
Elmer A. Wright, Socialist o
Blanks 15
District Attorney—(Southeastern District).
(To Fill Vacancy)
Thomas E. Grover, Democratic, Republican 128
John McCarty, Socialist 3
Blanks 23
Meeting dissolved
JOSEPH F. MERRITT
Town Clerk.
TOWN CLERKS' CONVENTION.
At a meeting of the Town Clerks of the several towns
comprising the Second Plymouth, Representative District,
held at Marshfield Nov. 16, 1906, the vote for Represent-
ative throughout the district was found to be as follows :
Total Morton Shepherd Blanks
Duxbury 220 33 160 27
Marshfield '185 34 136 15
Pembroke 148 42 95 II
Scituate 321 98 181 42
Norweil 154 40 lOI
Whole number of ballots 1028
Nathaniel Morton, Democratic 247
Joseph John Shepherd, Republican 673
Blanks 108
Id
Joseph John Shepherd having a plurality of the votes cast
was declared elected and his certificate made out in accord-
ance therewith.
George H. Stearns,
George H. Wetherbee,
Leonard G. Ewell,
Jetson Wade,
Joseph F. Merritt,
Town Clerk of Duxbury
Town Clerk of Marshfield
Town Clerk of Pembroke
Town Clerk of Scituate
Town Clerk of Norwell
ENROLLED MILITIA.
Number of men enrolled for military duty May i, 1906,
230.
REGISTERED VOTERS.
At the close of registration Oct. 27, 1906 there were 358
male and 3 female voters on the list.
DOGS LICENSED.
Dog licenses issued during the year ending Dec. i, 1906.
150 male dogs at $2 $300 00
24 female dogs at $5 120 00
I special breeder's at $25 25 00
$445 00
Less clerk's fees 175 licenses at 20c 35 00
Amount turned over to county treasurer $410 00
i
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MARRIAGES RECORDED IN NORWELL DURING
YEAR 1906.
Feb. 22 At Hanover, Herbert F. Gardner of Norwell and
Bern ice Atwood Tower of Rockland, by Rev. Melvin S.
Nash.
April I At Cambridge, Edgar Clifford Bates and Bernice
Mae Ainslee. both of Norwell, by Rev. J. L. Campbell.
April 12 At Scituate, Walter J. Wagner and Fannie P.
^
Delano, both of Norwell, by Rev. Albert D. Spaulding.
April 24 At Providence, R. I., Edward Francis Winslow
and Annie Louisa Pierce, both of Norwell, by Rev.
J. V. Osterbout.
April 25 At Hanover, John Bailey of Bradford and Mar-
garet Ann Gilson of Norwell, by Rev. Joseph Dinzey.
May I At Hanover, Everett Linwood Torrey of Rockland
and Ethel French Stoddard of Norwell, by Rev. Melvin
S. Nash.
May I At Providence, R. I., Howard Wilbur Swan of
Norwell and Mary Louise Cleverly of Weymouth, by
Rev. Henry I. Cushman.
June 2 At Norwell, Frederick S. Smith and Harriet A.
Bent, both of Weymouth, by Rev. Thomas H. Goodwin.
June 6 At Hanover, Jasper Nelson Lovell of Rockland,
and Lizzie Louisa Gardner of Norwell, by Rev. Melvin
S. Nash.
June 8 At North Abington, John P. MelcRer of Woburn
and Alice May Snowdale of Norwell by Rev. Samuel
B. Nobbs.
June 20 At Rockland, Timothy Martin Sheehan and
Florence Gertrude Williams, both of Norwell, by Rev.
Chas. A. O'Conner.
July 3 At Hanover, Clarence I. Vining of Norwell and
Grace Lillian Plummer of Abington by Rev. E. E.
Ventres.
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July 12 At Cohasset, Henry McHugh and Plooma G.
Curtis, both of Norwell, by Rev. Patrick H. Riley.
Aug. I At Hanover, James Alfred Appleford of Norwell
and Ethel Frances Thayer of Hanover, by Rev. Melvin
S. Nash.
Aug. 15 At Scituate, Henry Lewis Stoddard of Cohasset
and Mary Williamson of Norwell, by Rev. Albert D.
Spaulding.
Aug. 25 At Marshfield, Edwin Harold Osborne of Norwell
and Effa May Cain of Hull, by Rev. James Nobbs.
Sept. 29 At Scituate, George Howard Burbank of Scituate
and Sarah Frances Richardson of Norwell, by Rev.
Albert D. Spaulding.
Oct. I At Rockland, George William Bosworth of Rock-
land and Clara Foster Silva of Norw^ell, by Rev. E. C.
Wheeler.
Oct. 3 At Hingham, John L. Tiernon, Jr., of Buffalo, N.
Y., and Lila Florence Beale of Norwell, by Rev. Charles
E. Park.
Oct. 9 At Boston, Joseph Briggs of Norwell and Maud
Whiting of Rockland by Rev. James Alexander.
Oct. 31 At Norwell, Benjamin W. Prouty of Norwell and
lyucretia M. Early of Palmyra, Pa., by Rev. E. E.
Ventres.
Nov. 10 At Hanover, Ernest Linwood Lapham of Hanover
and Nettie Howard of Norwell, by Rev. Melvin S.
Nash.
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Tax Collectors Report
Andrew J. Litchfield in account with the town of Norwell :
Dr.
To outstanding taxes of 1905 $3,394 92
Cr.
By cash paid treasurer $2,618 86
By cash deposited with treasurer to
relieve bondsmen 776 06
$3,394 92
Dr,
To assessment of 1906 $18,255 3^
To excise tax of 1906 271 93
To interest collected on taxes 90 96
$18,618 25
Cr.
By cash paid treasurer $13,169 14
By excise tax paid treasurer 271 93
By interest on taxes paid treasurer 90 96
24
By discount on taxes $i88 05
1906 taxes outstanding 4,898 17
$18,618 25
Respectfully submitted,
ANDREW J. LITCHFIELD
Collector.
Report of the Town Treasurer.
Horace T. Fogg, treasurer, in account with town of Norwell
:
Dr.
To cash on hand January 17, 1906 $1980 02
Dog tax 1905 refunded 336 25
Income Massachusetts school fund 1008 99
Refunded by the Commonwealth
Corporation tax $2851 90
National bank tax 768 59
State aid 2308 00
State highway 200 00
Superintendent of schools 416 67
High school tuition 300 00
Tuition of children in small town 218 50
Burial of indigent soldiers 175 GO
Inspection of animals 14 75
Street railway tax 134 70
Refunded by towns
Town of Canton $156 00
Holbrook 126 13
Pembroke 3 00
Scituate 88 50
Duxbury 10 00
Hull 18 00
Plymouth I 50
City of Lynn 61 GO
26
John P. Henderson, net proceeds sale of
Griffith place $200 00
Wm. and David Griffith, aid refunded 93 40
Sale of Jot in cemetery 10 00
Sale of fish rights 12 00
Elbridge G. Bates, sale of school house 150 00
Expense of setting glass refunded 40
Licenses 18 00
James H. Pinkham, superintendent of
almshouse 98 35
Second District Court fines 14 93
South Scituate Saving's Bank anticipation
notes 6000 000
Interest on temporary deposits 86
Excise tax 271 93
Balance of assessment of 1905 3394 92
Assessment of 1906 on account 13.169 14
Interest on taxes 90 96
*34,753 39
Cr.
By cash paid on selectmen and school
committee orders. $21,526 70
Alpheus Thomas, moderator by vote of
town 10 00
James H. Barnard, bill, by vote of town 25
Post 112, G. A. R., by vote of town 100 00
Police officers, by order of Second Dis-
trict Court Charles L. Spring 12 99
John T. Condon 5 80
Walter T. Osborn 79 07
South Scituate Savings Bank, anticipa-
tion notes 5000 00
1
27
South Scituate Savings Bank, interest
on same $117 62
South Scituate Savings Bank, time notes 1 500 00
South Scituate Savings Bank, interest
on time loan 234 75
Cofl&n poor fund, interest 80 00
A. T. Otis poor fund, interest 52 00
Scituate tax 5 42
County tax 1687 43
State tax 1365 00
Cash on hand to balance 2976 36
$34,753 39
Respectfully submitted,
HORACE T. FOGG,
Treasurer.
Report of Overseers of the Poor.
ALMSHOUSE ACCOUNT.
EXPENSES.
Articles on hand Ja,n. i, 1906 ^0
James H. Pinkham, salary 00
75 00
(J i.
Curtis & Bates, supplies 18
Samuel Olson, fish 28 25
Mrs. Helen L. Fogg, wood 24 37
W. W. Cutler, provisions 28 73
G. H. Turner, fertilizer 35 00
C. W. and E. H. Sparrell, hay 13 63
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies 250 74
George F. Welch, supplies 33 88
George A. Hatch, shotes 12 00
A. I. Nash, rent of field 1905 and 1906 20 00
W. H. Spencer, iron boiler 6 50
Levi N. Osborn, repairs 4 00
Sparrell Bros., ice 12 20
Cash paid for supplies I 50
John P. Henderson, wood 18 00
H. N. Magoun & Co., repairing pump 7 75
C. W. Tilden, blacksmithing 21 95
Frank Thomas, stock service 2 00
Frank Thomas, cedar posts I 25
29
H. J. Little, M. D. $14 50
E. W. French, repairing harness 80
John Monahan, supplies 23 45
Corthell Bros., supplies 64 40
Articles bought for cash 4 00
$1,555 oS
ALMSHOUSE RECEIPTS.
Sale of produce $103 25
Sale of poultry 20 80
Sale of milk 11 19
Cash on hand ' 27 19
Board of horses 20 80
Due from town of Scituate board of
Edgar Fernald 156 00
$339 23
ARTICLES ON HAND JAN. i, 1907.
One horse $40 00
Fowl 25 00
Two cows 75 00
Manure 25 00
Hay 45 00
Lumber 10 00
Potatoes 7 25
Turnips I 25
Beans I 00
Mangles 50
3®
Carrots
Wood
Groceries
Coal
Pork
$1 GO
30 GO
6 00
10 25
20 00
$297 25
SUMMARY OF ALMSHOUSE ACCOUNT.
Total expenditures $t,555 08
AI.MSHOUSE CREDITS.
Receipts $339 23
Articles on hand Dec. 31, 1906 297 25
$636 48
Net cost of almshouse ^^918 60
OUT-DOOR POOR.
Sarah A. Studley.
Cash $52 00
Medical attendance 28 00
Lorenzo Cromwell and Family.
Curtis & Bates, supplies $6 00
C. W. and E. H. Sparrell, burial 12 00
H. J. Little, M. D. i 50
$80 00
$19 50
31
Frank H. Stoddard.
Town of Rockland, aid $44.25
Mrs. W. A. Knight.
H. J. Uttle, M. D. $1 50
Benjamin Briggs and Family.
South Scituate Savings Bank, interest $9 00
A. J. I^itchfield & Sons, supplies 78 00
$87 00
Henry W. Winslow and Family.
A. L,. Ford, supplies $3 00
H. J. Uttle, M. D. ID 50
$13 50
Bridget Shea.
State treasurer for board $36 44
James Costello and family.
C. L. Howes, M. D., $125 00
F. E. Henderson, wood 6 00
B. E. Stetson, supplies 9 57
$140 57
Minnie Smith.
Town of Hanover $27 00
32
James F. Crocker.
C. L. Howes, M. D. $48 50
C. W. and E. H. Sparrell, burial 25 00
$73 50
Calvin Talbot.
E. E. Stetson, supplies $1 66
Town of Hanover, supplies 4 10
*5 76
Mary Ryan. •
H. J. Little, M. D. $15 00
David Griffith and Wife.
E. M. Sexton, milk
W. D. Turner, wood
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies
Curtis & Bates, supplies
Corthell Bros., supplies
Rufus Winslow.
Charles Hammond, M. D.
Mary A. Gardner.
John S. Brooks, supplies
H. J. Little, M. D.
$117 47
1
$8 46
10 85
36 87
52
10 85
$66 55
$1 50
$58 47
59 00
33
E. E. Gunderway.
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies $52 oo
H. J. Little, M. D. 10 00
$62 00
Alden Beach and Family.
H. J. Little, M. D. $6 00
Mrs. Wallace Chappelle.
Mass. Homoepathic hospital $49 00
Town of Hingham ' ^4 00
$133 00
Eben Leavitt.
H. S. Turner & Co., supplies $19 53
H. J. Little, M. D. 30 00
$49 53
Eveline Cromwell.
H. J. Little, M. D. $13 50
George A. Litchfield.
Town of Hingham $16 50
Town of Weymouth 4 00
$20 50
Total $1014 07
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AID TO PERSONS HAVING SETTLEMENT IN
OTHER TOWNS.
Laban Bates, Hull.
Curtis & Bates, supplies $6 oo
H. S. Turner & Co., supplies 8 oo
$14 00
Josiah W. Chamberlain, Holbrook.
Phillips, Bates & Co., coal $23 00
A. ly. MacMillah, M. D. 34 25
W. S. Simmons, wood 2 00
M. lyittle, supplies 104 00
F. E. Henderson, wood 6 00
$169 25
Mrs. Josephine Keene, Pembroke
H. E. Fairbanks, supplies 46 66
H. J. Little, M. D. 95 00
$141 66
William Sears, Plymouth
H. J. Little, M. D. $2 00
C. E. McPherson, Canton.
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies $156 00
Total $482 91
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SUMMARY OF POOR ACCOUNT.
Total amount paid for outdoor poor $1,496 98
Net cost of almshouse 918 60
$2,415 58
Due from other towns 482 91
Net cost of Poor $1,932 67
ALPHEUS THOMAS,
EZRA E. STETSON,
ERNEST H. SPARRELL,
Overseers of Poor.
Soldiers' Relief.
Albert Winslow.
Emery T. Winslow, care $6 00
Mrs. George Lee 57 00
H. J. Little, M. D. 3 00
$66 00
Albion Snowdale.
Aid $5 00
David Bassford.
C. L. Howes, M. D. $207 50
Benjamin F. Lee.
Town of Hanover, supplies $19 20
$297 70
Removing Snow.
EAST WARD.
Geo. H. Turner, 1905
K. P. Joseph
Jesse Reed
C. O. Utchfield
$3 50
21 GO
2 GO
II 25
$43 75
WEST WARD.
P.J. Sheehan
Walter Simmons
C. E. Brewster
'II 75
5 25
14 75
$31 75
E. A. Jocobs.
F. E. Henderson
SOUTH WARD.
J21 00
15 00
$36 00
Total $111 50
RIVER STREET ROAD ACCOUNT.
Paid Hammond & Turner, balance on contract $540 00
State Aid Paid in 1906.
Peter Ainslie $60 GO
Charles D. Barnard 72 GO
David Bassford 72 00
Amanda Bassford 48 00
Amanda Coleman 48 GO
Abbie F. Coleman 24 00
Timothy B. Chapman 60 GO
Josiah W. Chamberlain 72 OG
Maria B. Damon 48 OG
Ensign B. Damon 72 GG
Lucy Damon 36 GG
Hannah Dover 24 OG
Frank Dyer 48 GG
Charles David 72 GG
Daniel R. Kwell 72 GG
Warren Fuller 72 GG
Hannah Fuller 48 GO
Seth 0. Fitts 60 GG
Mathias French 72 GG
Diana Pierce 48 GG
lycbbeus Leach 48 GO
Tirzah E. Goodwin 17 OG
Sarah Hatch 48 OG
George A. Hatch 60 00
John H. Howard 48 GG
Charles M. Learitt 48 GG
William H. Morse 48 00
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William 0. Merritt $6o CO
B. B. Poole 48 00
B. W. Prouty 48 00
William H. Rand 36 00
David P. Robinson 36 00
Harriet Raymond 48 00
Mary Shepherd 48 00
William E. Stone 72 00
Edwin Studley 72 00
Albert T. Smith 48 00
Rebecca H. Totman 48 00
John F. Totman 24 00
George 0. Torrey 72 00
George T. Tolman 45 00
Susan A. Tolman 12 00
James H. Williams 72 00
Albert Winslow 52 GO
John S. Whitney 72 00
Esther M. Young 48 00
Approved by and due from the state
.
$2,401 00
Highways.
EAST WARD—E. P. JOSEPH.
E. P. Joseph and teams $455 60
Alex. Black, 352 1-2 hours at 20c 70 50
Amos H. Tilden, 108 hours at 20c 21 60
Seth O. Fitts, 17 hours at 20c 3 40
John Whalen and team 73 70
Charles A. Bates, 81 hours at 20c 16 20
Henry Leavitt, 9 hours at 20c i 80
Frank Burns, 161 hours at 20c 32 20
Ernest Henderson, 23 hours at 20c 4 60
William Cutler, 32 hours at 20c 6 40
Jesse Reed and team, 59 hours at 50c 29 50
Jesse Reed, 27 hours at 20c 5 40
Walter Wagner, 18 hours at 20c 3 60
Lyman Lincoln, 31 hours at 20c 6 20
Lyman Lincoln, 56 hours at 25c 14 00
Edward Williamson, 90 hours at 25c 22 50
Coal 61 12
Joseph Hatch and 2 horses, 62 hours at 50c 31 00
Frank Baker, 90 hours at 20c 18 00
John Sparrell and 2 horses, 49 hours at 50c 24 50
Carlton Litchfield and 2 horses, 92 hours
at 50C 46 00
Carlton Litchfield, 154 hours at 20c 30 80
A. L. Power, team, 13 hours at 50c 6 50
Samuel Brown, 27 hours at 20c 5 40
40
Fred M. Curtis, 121 1-2 hours at 20c $24 30
George H. Turner and two horses, 27
hours at 50c 13 50
Frank L. Thomas, gravel and stone 27 20
$1,055 5^
WEST WARD,—WALTER SIMMONS.
WalterJSimmons and team $158 85
G. A. Turner, two snow plows 20 00
C. A. Wilder, 39 hours at 20c 7 80
C. H. Brewster and team, 85 hours at 50c 42 50
Albion Damon, 77 hours at 20c 15 40
Alden Damon, 78 hours at 20c 15 60
W. Farrar and two horses, 18 hours at 50c 9 00
A. J. Parr, 18 hours at 20c 3 60
Robert N. Leavitt, 221 1-2 hours at 20c 44 30
J. Weyowam, 18 hours at 20c 3 60
G. S. Prescott, 141 hours at 20c 28 80
Benj. Loring and two horses, 144 hours at
20c 72 00
W. D. Gardner, 54 hours at 20c 10 80
Wm. J. Hayden, 180 hours at 20c 36 00
Andrew Clapp, 94 hours at 20c 18 80
Chas. Tibbitts, 18 hours at 20c 3 60
H. L. Studley, 132 hours at 20c 26 40
Wm. T. Lapham, 5 hours at 20c i 00
Geo. H. Bates, 27 hours at 20c 5 40
Ames Plow Co., road roller section , 8 32
Patrick McNichol, 39 hours at 20c 7 80
D. F. Bates and two horses, 34 hours at 50c 17 00
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Thomas Hill, 27 hours at 20c $5 40
J. S. Sylvia, 55 hours at 20c 11 00
Joseph Totman, 91 hours at 20c 18 20
C. H. Baker and horse, 98 hours 21 50
Bert Richardson, 15 hours at 20c 3 00
Wallace H. Damon, 88 hours at 20c 17 60
Joseph Briggs and two horses, 8 hours at
50c 4 00
Alonzo Stoddard, 8 hours at 20c i 60
A. J. Parr, gravel, 36 loads at 6c 2 16
Jacobs Estate, gravel, 200 loads at 6c 12 00
Elisha Sprague, gravel, 25 loads at 6c i 50
$654 53
SOUTH WARD—F. E. HENDERSON.
F. E. Henderson, 27 1-2 days at $2.50 $68 75
Two men and four horses, 147 hours
at $1.00 147 00
Man and two horses, 31 hours at 50c 15 50
Man, 15 hours at 20c 3 00
Horse, 55 1-5 hours at 16 2-3C 9 16
Walter S. Briggs, two men and four horses
39 hours at $1.00 39 00
W. D. Turner, two men and four horses
57 hours at $1.00 . 57 00
W. D. Turner, man and three horses, 4
hours at 66 2-3C 2 67
E. A. Jacobs, man and two horses, 46 hours
at 50c 23 00
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T. Appleford, man and horse, 69 {hours at
33 I-3C $23 00
John Knapp, man and horse, 39 hours at
33 I-3C 13 00
John Knapp, man, 4 hours at 20c 80
Frank Dyer, man and horse, 18 hours at
33 I-3C 6 00
Lyman Ivincoln, 55 hours at 25c 13 75
Chas. Simmons, 312 hours at 20c 62 40
James Studley, 239 1-2 hours at 20c 47 90
Albion Snowdale, 113 hours at 20c 22 60
Frank Dyer, 66 hours at 20c 13 20
James Smith, 155 hours at 20c 31 00
Robert Smith 210 hours at 20c 42 00
Chas. Smith, 68 hours at 20c 13 60
Daniel R. Ewell 4 00
Richard Winslow, 237 hours at 20c 47 40
Walter Briggs, 9 hours at 20c I 80
Howard Packard, 43 hours at 20c 8 60
Herbert Hatch, 43 hours at 20c 8 60
Jared Gardner, 34 hours at 20c 6 80
G. W. Gerrish, 27 1-2 hours at 20c 5 50
John Whalen, 56 hours at 20c 1
1
20
Aleck Black, 9 hours at 20c I 80
Samuel Brown, 60 hours at 20c 12 00
Gilbert West, 80 loads gravel at 6c 4 80
Wm. Rand, 114 loads gravel at 6c 6 84
Frank Thomas, 180 loads gravel 4c 7 20
H. N. Magoun, tile 7 50
H. N. Magoun, coal 61 12
Good Roads Machine Co. 8 50
$858 66
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SUMMARY OF HIGHWAY ACCOUNT.
East Ward $1,055 52
South Ward 858 66
West Ward 654 53
$2,568 71
Appropriation 2,500 00
Exceeded 68 71
Gypsy Moth Account.
Appropriation
John H. Sparrell, local superintendent I55 63
John Whalen 50 55
John Wilder 5 80
Curtis & Bates, supplies 85
D. R. Ewell 9 80
G. H. Bates I 00
W. O. Merritt I 60
W. E. Sexton I 60
W. H. Claflin & Co., burlap 35 22
Harold Sexton 3 60
Carrie M . Ford, printing 4 00
Joseph Breck & Sons, supplies I 45
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies 55
Unexpended
Miscellaneous.
TOWN TOMB.
Appropriation $500 00
Expended in 1904— 1905 $355 18
Phillips, Bates & Co., supplies 8 40
Mrs. Collamore, material 2 00
J. H. Curtis, cash paid 83 06
Net cost of tomb 448 64
Unexpended $51 36
CEMETERY ACCOUNT.
Appropriation $50 00
Charles H. Lapham, labor $19 80
Edwin C. Briggs, labor 4 00
William H. Farrar, labor 3 50
27 30
Unexpended $22 70
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TOWN HALL ACCOUNT.
Curtis & Bates, supplies $ 60
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies i 18
Insurance 3 years 30 00
$31 78
TOWN SAFE.
Appropriation $200 00
Safe and desks $157 55
E. P. Joseph, moving 18 00
E. H. Sparrell, cash for freight 6 10
181 65
Unexpended • $18 35
BOARD OF HEALTH.
Clifton S. Dean, services 1905 and 1906 $6 00
J. Frank Gear, supplies 7 00
Alpheus Thomas, services 2 50
Dr. H. J. Little, services and supplies 11 15
$26 65
PAINTING ALMSHOUSE.
Appropriation
Merritt & Sexton, contract $i8o oo
M erritt & Sexton, repairs 9 80
Phillips, Bates & Co., lumber 4 15
Unexpended
TOWN LOCKUP.
Appropriation
E. T. Barnum & Co., cells $152 07
E. H. Sparrell, cash for freight 7 93
C. W. and E. H. Sparrell, carting 4 75
Unexpended
TREE WARDEN.
Appropriation
John H. Sparrell, cash paid for trees $25 00
John Whalen, labor i 00
Unexpended
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PUBLIC SQUARES.
Appropriation $ioo oo
Church Hill Improvement association 25 00
Unexpended $75 00
TOWN INCIDENTALS.
Town of Marshfield, repairs on Union
bridge $63 27
W. S. Briggs, guide boards 2 00
Geo. S. Hatch, expressing 10 95
Mitchel Manfg. Co., supplies for treasurer 2 65
Rockland Standard Co., printing 119 75
Carrie M. Ford, printing 24 32
So. Mass. Tel. Co., tolls 6 09
H. T. Fogg, examining titles and record-
ing deeds 10 65
H. T. Fogg, fire warden 1905 9 00
Norwell P. O., postage 16 94
Boston Herald Co., advertising 81
A. W. Brownell, dog license book 2 60
Clifton S. Dean, Surveying Church Hill
cemetery 12 00
Clifton S. Dean, stone bounds Church Hill
cemetery 10 00
S. S. Savings Bank, interest on Griffith
mortgage 18 00
P. B. Murphy, assessors' notices i 00
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Thorp & Martin Co., supplies to town clerk $3 45
C. L. Howes, M. D., return of births 50
Thos. Groom & Co., order book 9 75
C. H. Baker, repairing pump, Dist. No. 2 3 00
Brockton Times, advertising i 65
H. D. Smith, repairing Delano Hill water
works 2 00
E. E. Stetson, postage i 04
C. W. & E. H. Sparrell, returning deaths 6 00
Helen L. Fogg, rent of vault 8 00
H. T. Fogg, deeds 4 00
H. J. Litchfield, cash for stamps 14 50
G. Osgood, M. D., returning births i 00
Town of Pembroke, seeding ponds 7 80
Hall & Torrey, pump, pipe and labor
Dist. I 14 35
A. J. Littlefield & Son. supplies for town
office 51
H. J. Little, M. D., returning births 75
Chas. Hammond, M. D., returning births 50
$388 8s
TOWN OFFICERS.
George Cushing, auditor $20 00
E. C. Briggs, inspector of provisions 32 50
J. F. Merritt, recording births, marriages
and deaths 18 10
J. F. Merritt, services at election and
clerk of registrars 25 00
J. F. Merritt, town clerk 43 00
Mary E. Curtis, school committee, sec-
retary 50 00
George C. Turner, school committee 25 00
Benjamin Loring, school committee 25 00
Alpheus Thomas, services and expenses
as selectman, assessor and overseer of
the poor 180 90
Ezra E. Stetson, services and expenses
as selectman, assessor and overseer of
the poor 162 95
Ernest H, Sparrell, services and expenses
as selectman, assessor, and overseer
of the poor 164 00
Wm. H. Appleford, registrar of voters 15 00
E. M. Sexton, registrar of voters 15 00
J. H. Prouty, registrar of voters 15 00
Walter T. Osborn, constable and expenses 41 50
J. Warren Foster, constable and expenses 23 00
J. Warren Foster, Inspector of animals 31 50
Andrew J. Litchfield, collector 225 00
Horace T. Fogg, treasurer 100 00
Frank W. Jones, auditor 20 00
John Whalen, election ofi&cer 3 00
Charles Scully, election officer 3 00
L. Frank Hammond, election officer 3 00
W. E. Wilder, constable 5 00
A. W. Thomas, fire warden and cash paid 46 75
Jesse Reed, fire warden 4 00
H. T. Fogg, fire warden, cash paid Nash
fire I 50
$1,298 70
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FIRE ACCOUNT.
J. H. Sparrell, Nash fire $3 00
H. G. Pinson, Nash fire 2 00
John Whalen, Nash fire 2 00
Frank Studley, Nash fire 2 00
H. P. Merritt, Nash fire 2 00
John Leslie, Nash fire 2 00
Whitman Soule, Nash fire 2 00
H. S. Merritt, Nash fire I 50
E. F. Freeman, Nash fire I 50
W. E. Sexton, Nash fire I 50
Samuel Olson. Nash fire I 50
Arnold Beach, Nash fire I 50
F. M. Curtis, Nash fire I 50
A. Black, Nash fire 2 50
W. Fessenden. Nash fire I 50
John Whalen, District No. 4 2 00
Charles H. Bates, Leavitt fire 2 00
Charles H. Bates, Leavitt fire 2 00
$34 00
STONE CRUSHER.
Appropriation $2000 00
Good Roads Machine Co., stone crusher $1700 00
Good Roads Machine Co., oil, etc. 23 70
Good Roads Machine Co., toggles 12 00
Good Roads Machine Co., repairs 2 80
George F. Welch, lumber 25 75
E. P. Joseph, moving and setting up 64 47
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T. F. Bailey & Son, building engine
house $210 GO
J. H. Lehan, painting engine house 15 00
John Whalen, labor at engine house 3 00
2056 72
Exceeded $56 72
Assessors' Report.
Value of buildings
Value of land
Value of personal property
State tax
County tax
Town tax
Over-layings
Total tax
Street railway excise tax
Assessors' warrant to collector
Rate of taxation per thousand $20.00.
Number of polls assessed 488.
Paying poll tax only 174.
Horses assessed 365.
Cows assessed 226.
Swine assessed 54.
Sheep assessed 52.
Fowls assessed 8.999.
Number of dwelling houses assessed 439.
Number ol acres of land assessed 12,015.
$442,301 00
220,435 00
164,747 00
$827,483 00
$1365 00
1687 43
13.976 91
496 32
$17^525 66
$271 93
17,525 66
Taxes Abated.
David H. Bates 8n0w
z
a ex. X-X xv • cx \,yz.j JL
Edwin Bates 2 00
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David Griffith 1
Daniel Hall, 2nd 2 00
r»o
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James H. Costello 2 00
Henry H. Gardner 60
Charles David 3 05
Thomas H. Gunderway 2 75
George A. Jackman 2 00
Robert A. McKee 2 00
Albert Winslow 2 00
John Weaver 2 00
Aiden Briggs 08
Melissa H. Gushing 08
A. Collamore estate 08
Mrs. Charles H. Merritt 08
Charles E. Nott 08
Emery Winslow 2 00
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Josiah Studley $ o8
M. Sylvester (heirs) o8
Joseph Thompson o8
Sophia Turner o8
J. H. Whitman o8
Calvin E. Gay 2 CO
Henry A. Pratt 2 GO
James Ryan 2 GO
John A. Sawyer 2 oo
Nelson Shabott 2 15
Rufus Winslow 2 oo
Henry W. Winslow 2 oo
Adeline Briggs 37
Maria F. Curtis I 88
L. C. Sylvester o8
Eben I^eavitt 2 oo
L. N. Osborne, Jr. 2 oo
Alvin Baker 2 oo
Edgar Lambert 2 oo
Alva Tisdale 2 oo
George L. Gardner 4 oo
Robert Brown 6 I?
$IOI 82
RECAPITULATION
Taxes abated $ioi 82
Highway expenditures 2,568 71
River street 540 00
Snow expenditures iii 50
Stone crusher 2,056 75
Safe 181 65
Painting almshouse 193 95
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Lockup
^ $164 75
Board of health 26 65
Gypsy moths 171 65
Tree warden 26 00
Fire account 34 00
Town ofi&cers 1,298 70
Town hall 31 78
Incidentals 388 83
Cemetery 27 30
Tomb . 93 46
Almshouse ^,555 oS
Out-door poor i>496 98
Soldiers' relief 297 70
State aid 2,401 00
Credits
Almshouse 636 48
State aid - 2,401 00
Due from state, cattle inspection 15 75
Cemetery lots 10 00
Refunded by towns on account of poor 482 91
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
IrlABII^ITlES.
Notes in favor of South Scituate Savings Bank 5,500 00
Mote in favor of the Coffin fund 2000 00
Note in favor of the Otis fund 1,300 00
Due other towns for support of poor (estimated) 200 00
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Assets.
Due from state for state aid 2,401 00
Due from towns for aid to poor 482 91
Due irom state, cattle inspection 15 75
Cash in hands of treasurer 2,976 36
Uncollected taxes 4,898 17
Norwell, Feb. 2, 1907.
I have examined the accounts of the treasurer, selectmen
and collector and find them cast correctly and vouchers for
all amounts paid.
FRANK W. JONES,
Auditor,
List of Jurors.
List of persons qualified to serve as jurors to be presented
to the town for acceptance or revision.
James L. Ivitcnnela Farmer
L. Frank Hammond Farmer
Arthur C. Jones Artist
Lebbeus Leach Retired
George H. lisdale stitcher
Benjamin P. Nichols Carpenter
Harrison Wilder Retired
Liiiton b. Dean Teacher
Robert C. Henderson Shoe cutter
James E. Stoddard Shoe worker
Alpheus Thomas Shoe worker
Minot Williamson Veterinary
Joseph Briggs Farmer
Jared H. Gardner Artist
Arthur Henderson Shoe cutter
Walter T. Osborn Retired
Asa W. Robinson Shoeworker
Tilon Williams Farmer
Arnold Beach Shoeworker
Herbert S. Turner Merchant
Henry F. Ford Retired
Charles D. Barnard Harness maker
Bert Richardson Sawyer
George Richardson Farmer
Warren Fuller Shoeworker
Joseph D. Stoddard Shoeworker
Report of Trustees.
TWENTY NINTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THF COFFIN POOR FUND.
Amount of fund $2,000 00
Loaned on town note at 4 per cent
In Saving^s Bank Jan. i 1906 $84 89
Cash on hand Jan. i 1906 54 16
Interest on bank book 4 77
Interest on notes v So 00
$223 82
Paid worthy poor $57 00
Cash on hand Jan. i 1907 81 16
In banji Jan. i 1907 79 66
Paid care cemetery lot 6 00
$223 82
6o
TWENTY FIRST ANNUAL REPORT
OF THB
TRUSTEES OF THE A. T. OTIS CEMETERY
AND TOMB FUNDS.
Amount of funds $1,50000
Interest on deposit Jan. 1906 233 98
Interest to Jan. i 1907 10 1 05
$1,835 03
Paid for care of lots and flowers $30 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1907 305 03
Amount of fund 1,500 00
$1,835 03
TWENTY FIRST ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
A. T. OTIS POOR FUND.
Loaned on town note $,1300 00
In Savings Bank 700 00
Amount of fund $2,000 00
6i
On hand Jan. i, 1906 • $96 27
Interest on bank book 45 24
Interest on town note 52 00
Paid worthy poor 57 00
In bank Jan. i, 1607 105 25
Cash on hand 31 26
$193 51
$193 51
EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THK
TRUSTEES OF THE JOSSELYN CEMETERY
FUND.
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit Jan. I, 1906 45 40
Interest to Jan. t, 1907 14 22
Paid care of lot $8 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1907 51 62
Amount of fund 200 00
$259 62
$259 62
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FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE SAMUEL C. CUDWORTH
CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i. 1906 28 36
Interest on bank book 13 28
Paid for care of lot $4 00
Interest in bank 37 64
Amount of fund 200 00
$241 64
$241 64
ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE PRUDENCE C. DELANO
CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund $300 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1906 83 15
Interest to Jan. i, 1907 22 34
$405 49
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Paid care lot $5
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1907 100 49
Amont of fund 300 00
$405 49
NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE
NANCY C. HERSEY CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1906 16 06
Interest to Jan. i, 1907 6 71
$122 77
Paid for care of lot $4 00
Interest on deposit 18 77
Amount of fund 100 00
$122 77
SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE
BETSEY TOLMAN CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest 9 99
$109 99
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Paid care of lot $8 oo
Interest in bank i 99
Amount of fund lOO 00
$109 99
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE
GEORGE P. CLAPP CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1906
Interest on bank book
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1907
Amount of fund
$100 00
12
5 86
$105 98
$5 98
I 00
$105 98
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE
MARY O. ROBBINS CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1906 10 00
Interest on bank book Jan. i, 1907 12 35
$222 35
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Paid care of lot $6 oo
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1907 16 35
Amount of fund 200 00
$222 35
FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE
CHARLES H. MERRITT CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund $50 00
Interest in bank 2 39
$52 39
In Savings Bank $52 39
FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE
JAMES W. SAMPSON CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit 3 79
$103 79
In Savings Banks $103 79
Transcript of Articles in the Warrant.
FOR THE ANNUAI. MEETING, MARCH 4, 1907, AT
SEVEN O'CLOCK A. M.
Article i. To choose a Moderator.
Article 2. To bring in their votes for Town Clerk,
Treasurer, Auditor, Tax Collector, Three Selectmen, Three
AsseSvSors, Three Overseers of the Poor, Five Constables,
Three Highway Surveyors and Tree Warden; all for one
year. One member of Board of Health and one member of
School Committee for three years, and to vote "Yes" or
"No" in answer to the question "Shall licenses be granted
for the sale of intoxicating liquors in this town for the en-
suing year?" x\ll on one ballot. Polls open from 7.15 to
II. 15 a. m.
Article 3. What amount of money will the town raise for
the support of poor and incidental expenses?
Article 4. What sum of money will the town raise for the
support of schools?
Article 5. What sum of money will the town raise for
highway repairs?
Article 6. What compensation will the town make for
removing snow and appropiate money for the same?
Article 7. In what manner and time shall the taxes be
collected the ensuing year?
Article 8. Will the town accept the list of jurors prepared
by the selectmen?
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Article 9. Will the town authorize the treasurer, with
the approval of the selectmen, to hire money in anticipation
of taxes ?
Article 10. To hear and act on the report of any com-
mittee heretofore chosen.
Article 1 1 . To make allowance to town creditors.
Article 12. What sum of money will the town appropri-
ate for the use of Post 112, G. A. R., on Memorial Day?
Article 13. What sum of money will the town appropri-
ate for the payment of state and military aid ?
Article 14. What sum of money will the town appropri-
ate to pay the superintendent of schools ?
Article 15. What sum of money will the town raise for
repairs on schoolhouses and incidentals ?
Article 16. Will the town cause a statement of their
financial affairs to be printed in February next ?
Article 17. Will the town appropriate a sum of money to
be expended in the cemetery on Washington street ?
Article 18. Will the town cause a new valuation to be
taken in 1907 ?
Article 19. What price will the town pay for labor on the
hiihways for the ensuing year ?
Article 20. Will the town raise and appropriate the sum
of $167.46 for the suppression of the gypsy and browntail
moths ?
Article 21. Will the town appropriate a sum of money
for the employment of a school physician ?
Article 22. Will the town authoirze the installation of a
new heating system at the Town hall and raise or appropri-
ate a sum of money for the same ?
Article 23. What action will the town take in regard to
keeping the sidewalks in repair ?
Article 24. Will the town change the name of River
street to Stetson road ?
Article 25. Will the town give any instructions to the
town officers?
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Article 26. Or act or do anything relative to the above.
Citizens desiring additional articles in the warrant must
present them to the selectmen on or before Feb. 21, 1907.
ALPHEUS THOMAS,
EZRA E. STETSON,
ERNEST H. SPARRELL,
Selectmen of Norwell.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
OF THE
TOWN OF NORWELL
FOR THE YEAR J906

Report of the School Committee.
To the Citizens of Norwell
:
With all the changes that have come to our schools the
past year, we have been fortunate in one thing, and that is,
that we have been able to keep our superintendent, Mr. C.
A. Harris. Mr. Harris devotes himself unceasingly to his
work and is always ready at any time to give advice and
assistance to teachers or committee. Mr. Harris has made,
in this town alone, the past year, over one hundred calls,
beside keeping every school in supplies, hiring teachers,
and doing a multitude of things necessary to keep the
schools in running order.
TEACHERS.
Jan. 1, 1906, our teaching force was as follows
:
High School, Principal, John E. DeMeyer ; First Assist-
ant, Marion D. Ames ; Second Assistant, Maude A. Reed.
District No. 1, Grammar School, Eva F. McClellan.
Primary school, Sarah F. Richardson.
District No. 5, Grammar school, Martha C. Scully.
Primary school, Marion G. Merritt.
District No. 6, mixed school, Jeannette A. Dawson.
District No. 7, Primary school, Maria W. Tolman.
Drawing teacher, A. Gertrude Jones.
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Of these ten teachers, Dec, 31. 1906, but five remain
with us. Mr. DeMeyer was the first to leave us, resign-
ing May 1, to accept the position of Superintendent of
Schools in Scituate, Marshfield and Duxbur}^ We were
very sorry to lose Mr. DeMeyer and with only eight weeks
remaining before graduation, we were almost at a loss to
know just what to do. But Mr. DeMeyer kindly volun-
teered to come up from Scituate and assist the new prin-
cipal in his work, especially with the graduating class, and
after a hurried trip to Maine he secured for us the services
of Mr. A. B. Lewis, a senior in Bates college for four
weeks and Mr. C. P. Durell, an experienced teacher, for
the remainder of the term. We were so much pleased
with the work of Mr. Lewis during that short time that at
a meeting of the committee, he was elected principal for
the next year. The next to leave us was Miss Reed, who
had been second assistant in the High school. Miss Reed
felt that she was deserving of more pay, which we were not
able to give, and so she left us. As her successor, we
secured Miss Sarah M. Damon, a Radclifie graduate.
During the summer vacation we received the resignation
of Miss Sarah F. Richardson, who for some years had been
a successful and dearly loved teacher in District No. 1,
primary. As Miss Richardson contemplated entering the
marriage state, we had nothing to say, except that we
deeply regretted her departure. We succeeded in finding
a successor to Miss Richardson in Miss Sarah E. Peterson,
a graduate of Bridgewater Normal school, and although she
came to us without experience, (except in the work of the
Model school at Bridgewater) yet she has met with the
best of success in a very large school. Upon the resigna-
tion of Miss Dawson in District No. 6, we were fortunate
enough to secure Miss Mary F. Kauffmann's services as a
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substitute for the remainder of the year. Miss Kauffmann
left us in June and accepted a much better position in
Duxbury.
In September, Miss Eva S. Burns, a graduate of our own
High school and the Hyannis Normal school, assumed
charge of District No. 6 and her work thus far has been
very satisfactory. The next to leave was Miss McLellan
from District No. 1 Grammar School, to accept a more
lucrative position in Brockton. Then it was that we tried
to reward Miss Scully, who had taught long and faithfully
in District No. 5 by giving her this school in her own dis-
trict. And then to find a teacher for No. 5 Grammar school
became one of the most difficult tasks it has ever been our
lot to undertake. For three weeks we tried in every way
to find a suitable candidate, but in vain. When we
mentioned 45 pupils, in three grades, at ten dollars per
week, that was enough, not one could we get. After trying
five agencies in Boston with no success, at the sixth, we at
last obtained a substitute, (Miss H. S. Farwell) for two
weeks, but then only by paying twelve dollars per week.
Year after year we lose the best of teachers because we
are unable to advance the salaries we now pay. But this
must not continue, we must pay better wages. It has been
truly said that everything advances hut wages. Look at
the price of board, for instance, compared with that of
twenty or even ten years ago ; a teacher then got first-class
board for three dollars or at most three and one-half dollars
per week, now board can be obtained at neither hotel nor
private family at less than five dollars per week. People
say, **We cannot afford to board a person for any less than
five dollars at the present high prices for food," and that is
right. And again, if a teacher worked every week in the
year it would be a different matter, but instead, in our
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common schools we have only thirty-eight weeks, at nine
dollars per week for primary teachers making $342 for a
year's work, or an average wage of $6.58 per week, just
think of that ! It is claimed by eminent authorities, that it
is only by employing teachers whose homes are in the
town, that many of our country towns are able to obtain, in
many instances, as good teachers as they do, and our town
is no exception.
REPAIRS.
As is usual in the summer vacation all the schoolhouses
and outbuildings were thoroughly cleaned, stoves and fun-
nels put in order and everything put in readiness for the
opening of schools. In J^istrict No. 1 the outbuildings had
to be enlarged, the fact being made necessary by the great
increase in the number of pupils. The building received
also a new coat of paint on the outside and the primary
room was greatly improved by being treated to new Mur-
esco on the walls and paint on the woodwork.
Some more work should be done on the halls of this
building the coming year, but the expense of this will be
met out of the regular appropriation. The primary room
in District No. 5 and the halls also, received a fresh coat of
paint and are much improved thereby. The schoolhouse in
No. 5 should be painted on the outside during the summer
as it stands very much in need of it at present. Something
should be done about providing a suitable heating plant for
our High School building. We now have to keep four fires
and then the building is not warm. One day quite re-
cently, a steady cold day with no wind blowing, at nine
o'clock the thermometer registered just 32 degrees. No
room of that temperature is a suitable place in which to
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hold a session of school. Last summer vacation, a reputable
firm of plumbers offered to put a furnace into the building
and guaranteed to heat if for a very low figure, (about
$300). Cannot some action be taken to have this done ; it
will be a wise outlay of money to our minds.
OUR SCHOOLS.
Let us consider for a little, a few of the most important
questions in regard to the schools of our town. First of all
is the old and ever recurring question of attendance. Have
you, fathers and mothers, sent your children to school every
day that you possibly could do so, the past year?
If so, why do we have to employ truant officers and why
are there so many absent marks on the registers ? In our
town there is absolutely no excuse for a child to remain
away from school while in good health. Our children are
among the favored ones of this country, all, almost with
exception, enjoying comfortable homes with kind parents
to care for them, good schools, the benefits of a Public
Library, churches and Sunday Schools, free to all, and
really knowing nothing of the poverty and sorrow of many
of the children of our cities. Will you oblige us by exam-
ining the abstract from the registers? Wh}', in nearly
every case it is not so good as last year, can you not help
to raise the per cent, of attendance for next year? The
comfortable barges provided for the transportation of our
pupils make ''going to school" seem easy when compared
with the distances walked by many in years past. Parents
you have something to think of right here I Xo superin-
tendent, or barge driver can raake your child behave on
the barge ; it is you alone who are responsible for the be-
havior of the children. Tell your child when he starts out
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in the morning, to behave himself and aee that he does.
When he comes home at night with tales of how other
children behaved, find out if he did just right himself, it
takes two to make a quarrel we have always heard. No
good driver having the care of a pair of horses, oftentimes
with the roads in bad condition, can be turning around too
often to see what is going on behind him. You would not
allow your child to make a disturbance on an electric or
steam car, and why should he do so on any other public
conveyance ? Your committee have had, several times, to
deny some child the privilege of riding, but have you
upheld us ? If each parent will just agree to make his
child behave during the coming year, the system will be
greatly benefited.
Even the health of children is watched over by the legisla-
ture of our state. Last winter a law wsa passed, whereby an
eye and ear test has to be made at least once a year by the
teacher and a notice of any defect in either case is sent the
parent. In our town alone several cases of defective sight
have been found and a very few of defective hearing. And
still another law which reads thus, Whenever a child
shows symptoms of smallpox, scarlet fever, measles, chick-
enpox, tuberculosis, diphtheria or influenza, tonsilitis,
whooping cough, mumps, scabies or trachoma, he shall be
sent home immediately, or as soon as safe and proper
conveyance can be found, and the board of health shall at
once be notified," this law being designed to prevent the
spread of contagious diseases which have so often caused the
closing of our schools. Last >'ear, if you remember, we
asked you to reserve your criticisms of the teacher until the
children were out of hearing, and in a recent issue of a pop-
ular magazine, we saw an article by one of the most popular
writers of children's stories, in which she says, **Have you
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ever reflected that after your children enter on their school
days, they spend more time with the teacher than with you?
The teacher impresses their minds with her ideas and shows
them her ideals. They have studied their profession and
bring to it courage, faith and enthusiasm. The teacher is
usually very much loved by her pupils. When they dislike
her, treat her with disrespect or suspicion, there is a fault
somewhere, and ordinarily that fault lurks in the home atti-
tude." Is not this all true? Your looks or even the tones
of your voice let the children know how you feel toward the
teacher. Make the teacher your friend, visit your children
in their school rooms, interest yourself in their lessons, let
them understand that at present nothing but their education
is to be first and foremost, that without an education they
would indeed be unfitted to battle with life and its prob-
lems. While so much is being done by both State and
town for the children's benefit, let us try to teach them to
appreciate it, and in after years to bring honor and not dis-
honor on the name of our town. *'Let the school help you,
and on your part help the school."
Respectfully Submitted,
BENJAMIN LORING,
GEORGE C. TURNER,
MARY E. CURTIS,
School Committee of Norwell.
Expenditures.
EXPENDITURES CHARGEABLE TO THE APPRO-
PRIATION.
For the winter term of ten weeks, 1906, but chargeable
to the appropriation of 1905.
TEACHERS' SALARIES.
John E. DeMeyer $270 00
Marion D. Ames 135 00
A. Maude Reed 120 00
Eva F. McClellan 100 00
Sarah F. Richardson 90 00
Martha C. Scully 100 00
Marion G. Merritt 90 00
Jeannette A. Dawson 18 00
Mary F. Kauffmann 72 00
Maria W. Tolman 90 00
A. Gertrude Jones 35 00
$1120 00
SUPERVISION.
Charles A. Harris $150 00
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TRANSPORTATION.
•
Mrs. E. L. Loring $198 00
John F. Osborne 176 00
L. F. Hammond 154 00
L. F. Hammond 44 00
Jamee L. Litchfield 132 00
$704 00
CARE OF ROOMS.
Fred J. Croning, High School $30 00
Ralph L. Phipps, District No. 1 10 00
Edwin W. French, District No. 5 10 00
Seth O. Fitts, District No. 6 10 00
W. C.Tolman, Jr., District No. 7 6 50
$66 50
EXPENDITURES CHARGEABLE TO THE APPRO-
PRIATION.
For Spring and Fall Terms, 1906.
TEACHERS' SALARIES.
John E. DeMeyer, principal High
school $112 50
Albion B. Lewis, principal High
school 440 00
Charles P. Durell, principal High school 80 00
8o
Marion D. Ames, first assistant, High
school ^ $285 00
Sarah M. Damon, second assistant, High
school 160 00
Maude A. Reed, second assistant, High
school 120 00
A. Gertrude Jones, drawing teacher 90 00
Eva F. McClellen, District No. 1,
grammar 250 00
Martha C. Scully, District No. 1,
grammar 30 00
Sarah F. Richardson, District No. 1,
primary 108 00
Sara E. Peterson, District No. 1, prim-
ary 144 00
Martha C. Scully, District No. 5,
grammar 250 00
Hannah S. Farwell, District No. 5,
grammar 24 00
Marion G. Merritt, District No. 5,
primary 252 00
Mary F. Kauffmann, District No. 6,
mixed 108 00
Eva S. Burns, District No. 6, mixed 128 00
Maria W. Tolman, District No. 7,
primary 252 00
$2,833 50
CARE OF ROOMS.
L. F. Hammond, High school
Fred J. Croning, High school
$64 00
50 50
8i
Ralph L. Phipps, District No. 1 $10 00
Ralph G. Lambert, District No. 1 10 00
Edwin W. French, District No. 5 28 00
Seth O. Fitts, District No. 6 14 00
Eva S. Burns, District No. 6 10 00
William C. Tolman, Jr., District No. 7 15 00
$201 50
FUEL AND FITTING.
Benjamin Loring, wood (as per con-
tract) $27 00
L. F. Hammond, wood (as per con-
tract) 25 00
John Whalen, wood (as per contract) 11 90
William S. Simmons, wood 3 48
Walter Simmons, coal 56 00
H. A. Turner & Sons, wood 5 00
John Whalen, wood 4 50
John Whalen, moving and fitting wood 4 50
William D. Turner, measuring wood 75
W. H. Briggs, labor on wood 1 50
Jerome F. Wadsworth, labor on wood 1 50
Willie W. Loriug, labor on wood 10 00
Walter C. Barnard, sawing wood 11 25
George E. White, labor on wood 1 00
$163 d8
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SUPERINTENDENT.
Received from state $250 GO
Town appropriation 250 00
$500 00
Paid C. A. Harris 350 00
TRANSPORTATION.
$150 00
Mrs. E. L. Loring $523 00
John F. Osborne 464 00
L. J. Hammond 410 00
J. L. Litchfield 377 00
G. S. Hatch 7 50
$1,781 50
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
The Boston Music Co. $2 34
E. E. Babb & Co. 325 99
American Book Co. 73 10
Silver, Burdette & Co. 29 43
Ginn & Co. 32 09
J. L. Hammett & Co. 59 36
Samuel Ward Co. 5 25
Journal of Geography 1 80
$529 36
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CLEANING SCHOOL HOUSES.
Clarence C. Hook, High school $21 25
Mrs. Eva L. Winslow, District No. 7 6 00
Mrs. M. A. Osborne, District No. 5 10 00
Seth O. Fitts, District No. 6 6 50
Mrs. E. C. Jones, District No. 1 12 00
HIGH SCHOOL FUND.
Unexpended balance from last year $5 04
Received from State 300 00
C. A. Harris, books $4 00
J. E. DeMeyer, teaching 25 00
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., books 18 70
Arthur W. Hall Scientfic Co., supplies 23 42
D. C. Heath & Co., books 22 26
Ginn & Co., books 58 13
Marion D. Ames, teaching 50 00
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co. 1 15
American Book Co. 6 45
Benjamin H. Sanborn & Co. 2 73
E. E. Babb & Co. 56 15
155 75
$305 04
$267 99
$37 05
SUPPLIES AND INCIDENTALS.
Carrie M. Ford, printing $25 50
D. W. Ross, fire screen for District No. 7 2 50
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D. W. Ross, labor at High school $ 50
Curtis & Bates, supplies to schools 12 54
Norwell Post OflSce, stamps 2 73
J. E. DeMeyer, cash paid for expressing 1 40
J. E. DeMeyer, expenses to Lewiston 13 00
Hall & Torrey, supplies 9 28
Randall's Express, expressing 6 38
C. A. Harris, expenses 9 85
W. W. Wade, tuning piano 2 50
H. S. Turner & Co., ribbon for diplomas 89
Patrick McNicol, cleaning vaults 8 00
L. N. Osborne, stock and labor at Nos.
1, 5 and 7 29 00
Benjamin Loring, telephoning, traveling
expenses etc. 5 72
Merritt & Sexton, painting District No.
1 (contract) 82 00
Merritt & Sexton, painting primary
room, District No. 1 12 65
W. E. Sexton, extra work on outbuild-
ing at No. 1 6 50
W. O. Merritt, labor at No. 5 1 00
W. H. Spencer, labor on stoves and
materials furnished 21 13
C. L. Rice & Co. matting for High school 8 28
W. A. G. Smith, clock 3 75
W. T. Osborn, services as truant officer 4 00
H. J. Tolman, labor at No. 7 1 60
Geo. A. Turner, labor and materials at
No. 1 93 19
F. E. Henderson, labor at No. 7 2 00
C. H. Baker, materials and labor 2 75
The Douglas Printing Co., printing 1 50
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A. Gertrude Jones, cash paid for freight
and carting $1 25
A. J. Litchfield & Son, mdse. to schools 3 44
J. H. Lehan, materials and labor 48 12
$422 95
AVAILABLE FUNDS FOR PRESENT YEAR.
Town appropriation $6,000 00
Dog tax 346 76
State Board of Charity 218 50
Received from state on account of
teachers' salaries 166 67
State school fund 1,008 99
Due from Town of Rockland for tuition 79 00
$7,819 92
Amount expended 5,987 94
$1,831 98
Expenses to April (estimated) 1,903 00
Deficit $71 02
AUDITOR'S REPORT.
Norwell, Jan. 26, 1907.
I have examined the accounts of the School Committee
and find vouchers for all amounts paid.
FRANK W. JONES,
Auditor.
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Report of the Superintendent.
To the School Committee of Norwell
:
I herewith submit for your consideration my second
annual report.
COURSES OF STUDY.
Outlines of work in arithmetic, geography, history,
language including reading, writing, spelling and grammar,
have been given the teachers so that the schools are
pursuing a definite line of work.
VISION AND HEARING TESTS.
An act which took effect on the first day of September in
the year nineteen hundred and six requires the teachers to
test the sight and hearing of all pupils in the public
schools.
These tests have been made in Norwell, and out of a
total of 204 pupils 175 of whom were examined, we submit
the following result ;
Defective in eyesight 26
Defective in hearing 6
Number of parents notified 26
Some persons, and I reluctantly include teachers, have
questioned the value of these tests, asserting that parents
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would Dot heed the notifications. On the contrary they
have been very thankful for the information, and have
sought expert advice with the result that many children are
wearing glasses fitted to their eyes.
AN EDUCATIONAL EVIL.
Four grades aggregating fifty pupils are indisputably
too many for any teacher, yet this is the condition at Ridge
Hill. The fact that the pupils are housed and seated should
not satisfy the thinking people. The best results cannot
be obtained. Even if the teacher be given more money for
her work, this does not solve the problem from an educa-
tional standpoint. To be sure the salary here, as elsewhere
in the town, must be increased, but this does not furnish
the teacher with any more energy or ability to carry on
the work.
The only remedy is to use the whole building at Ridge
Hill for a primary school with the first two grades in one
room, and the next two in the other room.
This would necessitate the transporting of the grammar
pupils to another building, possibly the abandoned No. 2,
and require one more teacher.
PROGRESSION OR RETROGRESSION.
Norwell has not constructed a school building in years.
To maintain this status is easy—to progress requires am-
bition. The town would be proud of a modern school
building.
Should a new modern school building be erected near
or on the site of No. and No. 6 closed permanently,
the educational system would be incalculably more bene-
ficial to the children.
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This would give to the teacher fewer grades, but not
necessarily fewer children. Under such a scheme Norwell
schools would begin to be modernized.
MUSIC.
From the last report of the State Board of Education I
quote the following:—**The returns received by the secre-
tary show that vocal music is taught as a regular branch of
instruction in all the schools of 270 of the 354 towns and
cities. The 270 towns in which music is systematically^
taught contain 94.5 per cent, of all the schools in the state,
and 96.8 per cent of all the puplis. From the special
report alluded to, it also appears that the instruction in
music in 254 towns and cities is under the direction of
specialists, who usually combine the functions of teaching
and supervising.
From the foregoing it is evident that not only is music
taught to practically all children in the public schools, but
that in case of the great majority of these children the in-
struction is given by specially trained teachers.
This superintendency union, as is known, consists of
Hanover, Hanson, and Norwell. Hanover and Hanson
are, therefore, receiving an education superior to that re-
ceived by the children of Norwell. Are not the boys
and girls of Norwell as worthy of receiving the best there
is as well as the boys and girls of the previously mentioned
places ?
I, therefore, recommend that the committee ask for an
appropriation suflGicient to employ a special, well trained,
teacher of music, and to buy an adequate number of music
books for the schools.
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SUGGESTION.
I want to call attention to the conditions at No. 1 and No. 5,
so called, for which immediate remedy should be found.
These are, as is known, two-story buildings. It has been
found necessary to locate the stoves in both grammar and
primary schools near the entrances to the rooms. Should a
fire start at this point the only exit for the children in the
upper rooms would be intercepted.
To make the necessary change would cost money—to
have the only exit cut off in case of fire would cost lives.
In conclusion I wish to extend to the teachers and com-
mittee my sincere thanks for their loyalty and support.
Respectfully submitted,
CHARLES A. HARRIS.
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